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We investigate the transport properties of neutral, fermionic atoms passing through a one-dimensional
quantum wire containing a mesoscopic lattice. The lattice is realized by projecting individually controlled,
thin optical barriers on top of a ballistic conductor. Building an increasingly longer lattice, one site after
another, we observe and characterize the emergence of a band insulating phase, demonstrating control over
quantum-coherent transport. We explore the influence of atom-atom interactions and show that the
insulating state persists as contact interactions are tuned from moderately to strongly attractive. Using
bosonization and classical Monte Carlo simulations, we analyze such a model of interacting fermions and
find good qualitative agreement with the data. The robustness of the insulating state supports the existence
of a Luther-Emery liquid in the one-dimensional wire. Our work realizes a tunable, site-controlled lattice
Fermi gas strongly coupled to reservoirs, which is an ideal test bed for nonequilibrium many-body physics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.8.011053

Subject Areas: Atomic and Molecular Physics,
Quantum Physics,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum effects are the cornerstone of most of the
properties encountered in electronic materials and devices.
Even the fundamental and apparently simple question as to
why a material behaves in a transport experiment as a
metal, an insulator, or a semiconductor relies on subtle
effects, such as the antisymmetrization of fermionic wave
functions and the interference of matter waves in a periodic
potential [1]. While noninteracting systems are mostly well
understood, predicting the transport properties when interactions are relevant often remains an intellectual challenge,
which is of practical importance, as it paves the way to
engineering devices with new functionalities.
Given the complexity of interacting many-body problems, simplifying theories have been worked out, which are
particularly suitable for high-dimensional systems. For
example, fermions with weak repulsive interactions can
be described by Landau’s Fermi liquid theory, where the
many-body excitations simply behave like free particles,
the so-called Landau quasiparticles, whose effective
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parameters, like the mass, are renormalized. For weak
attractive interactions, such a Fermi liquid is unstable due to
the formation of pairs, which ultimately turns it into a
superfluid that can be described by mean-field theory.
However, there are situations where such simplifying
assumptions are not applicable. This is particularly the
case in one-dimensional interacting quantum systems,
where Fermi liquid or mean-field descriptions fail and
where all excitations become collective, leading to a set of
properties known as a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid [2].
One of the important challenges in the context of
transport is the robustness of the superfluid state against
scattering events and perturbations happening at the singleparticle level. In two or three dimensions, one expects for
very strong scattering a superfluid-to-insulator transition to
take place. This may, for instance, arise from the competition between superfluidity and the presence of a periodic
lattice causing Bragg scattering at the band edges. Indeed,
calculations based on mean-field theory support the occurrence of a superfluid-to-band-insulator transition as the
strength of the periodic lattice is increased [3].
In one dimension, however, a very different outcome is
expected. Based on work by Luther and Emery [4], it is
known that a one-dimensional fermionic system with
attractive contact interactions always exhibits an excitation
gap in the spin sector. The charge sector remains gapless
and can be described as a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid of
spinless pairs, which can be viewed as composite bosons
similar to Cooper pairs. Therefore, the presence of a weak
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periodic lattice and the correct commensurability, i.e., one
pair per site, leads to the opening of a gap in the charge
sector. This turns the system into a correlated insulator,
even for arbitrarily strong attractive interactions. This is in
stark contrast with the mean-field predictions applicable for
higher dimensions.
Studying the effect of a weak periodic structure on the
transport properties of fermions with an attractive contact
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FIG. 1. Concept and experimental realization. (a) Sketch of a
one-dimensional lattice projected onto a quantum wire that
connects two macroscopic atom reservoirs. The lattice beam
here is made up of six repulsive, holographically shaped barriers
that are imaged into the atomic plane with a high-resolution
microscope. The sites are spaced by 0.97 μm. An attractive gate
beam allows us to locally increase the chemical potential by an
energy V g. (b) Real part of the wave function ψðyÞ and transmission T for a single atom incoming on a one-dimensional
lattice of barriers for various energies E. T ðEÞ is zero for energies
below the lattice zero-point energy (green arrow), and features a
conduction band (yellow) and a band gap (purple). The nonzero
transmission in the gap as well as the modulation in the
conduction band originate from the finite size. (c) Possible
insulating and conducting states for two-component fermions
in a one-dimensional lattice. The atoms are delocalized at
incommensurate densities and become localized at lattice fillings
close to two particles per site. For strong attractive interactions,
the conductor is made of extended pairs, and the insulator is made
of pairs pinned to lattice sites. For noninteracting particles, the
system forms a band conductor and a band insulator for
incommensurate and commensurate fillings, respectively.

interaction would thus address this challenge and at the
same time serve as a probe for the existence of the LutherEmery liquid and its properties. This is the task that we
undertake in the present paper, using and expanding the
toolbox of cold-atom experiments [5–8] to investigate
transport in mesoscopic lattices [9,10]. Thanks to our
ability to optically imprint an arbitrary structure on a onedimensional wire between two large atom reservoirs [see
Fig. 1(a)], we perform conductance measurements through a
weak periodic potential as a function of the chemical
potential. With reservoirs in the normal phase, we observe
the emergence of a band structure as the number of
individually controlled and equidistantly positioned scatterers is increased [Fig. 1(b)]. In addition to changing the
density in the wire, the conductor-to-insulator transition is
further characterized by tuning the lattice height and temperature. We then increase the attractive interactions to unitarity
and still observe an insulating phase at commensurate
filling, with a conductance very close to the one observed
in the normal system, indicating a crossover from a band
insulator to a correlated insulator. The persistence of the
insulating behavior even for resonant interactions and
superfluid reservoirs is a strong indication of the existence
of a Luther-Emery liquid pinned on the weak periodic
potential [Fig. 1(c)]. From a more general perspective, our
work extends recently developed methods for conductance
measurements with cold atoms [11–15] to unexplored
regimes of strongly correlated insulators.
The plan of the paper is as follows. After detailing the
experimental setup in Sec. II, we present measurements of
the conductance as a function of the chemical potential in the
wire and the number of sites in the lattice in Sec. III. We then
study the conductance of a fixed-length lattice as a function
of lattice height and temperature in Sec. IV, showing the
boundaries between band conductor and band insulator. In
Sec. V, we measure the conductance as a function of
chemical potential for various interaction strengths and
compare the outcome with the results of a TomonagaLuttinger liquid model. Finally, we present our conclusions
in Sec. VI. Technical details can be found in the Appendixes.
II. SETUP
The structure central to our experimental setup is a
quantum wire smoothly connected to two reservoirs acting
as a source and a drain [16], typically containing altogether
N at ¼ 9 × 104 6Li atoms in each of the lowest and third
lowest hyperfine states [Fig. 1(a)]. The wire is created by
intersecting the dark planes of two orthogonal, repulsive,
TEM01 -like laser beams. The vertically [horizontally]
propagating beam has a Gaussian envelope with a 1=e2
waist of 9.1ð3Þ μm [30ð1Þ μm]. They confine atoms to a
quasi-one-dimensional geometry with transverse frequencies ωx ¼ 2π × 22ð9Þ kHz and ωz ¼ 2π × 13ð5Þ kHz,
respectively, at the center. We tune the local chemical
potential in and around the wire using an attractive
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Gaussian “gate” beam, propagating along the z direction
with a 42.5ð3Þ μm waist and creating a potential dip V g at
its center. In our measurements, this varies the local density
from zero to about 3 atoms per micron, which amounts to
populating up to two transverse modes of the wire. The
reservoirs are evaporatively cooled down to an absolute
temperature T ¼ 67ð3Þ nK, which is 1 order of magnitude
smaller than ℏωx =kB and ℏωz =kB . The cooling is efficiently
performed in a homogeneous magnetic field B ¼ 690 G, at
which the three-dimensional scattering length a diverges
due to a broad Feshbach resonance. This choice compels us
to subsequently ramp-up the magnetic field to the right side
of the resonance, where the scattering length is tuned to its
transport value, from a ¼ −∞ to a ¼ −2.65 × 103 a0 ,
where a0 ¼ 5.29 × 10−11 m is the Bohr radius.
Finally, the mesoscopic lattice is produced using
light at 532 nm holographically shaped with a Digital
Micromirror Device (Appendix A). We can imprint up to
nine barriers centered on the wire and equally spaced by
d ¼ 0.97 μm [Fig. 1(a)], associated to a lattice recoil
energy Er ¼ ℏ2 ðπ=dÞ2 =2m ¼ 0.42 μK, where m is the
mass of 6Li atoms, setting here and in the following
kB ¼ 1. The setup gives full control over the number
and positions of the barriers, allowing us to change the
potential landscape at the single-site level. This is similar in
spirit to techniques pioneered with scanning tunneling
microscopes on solid-state surfaces [17,18], yet going
beyond noninteracting situations.
III. INTERFERENCES AND BAND GAP OPENING
A fundamental consequence of quantum mechanics on
transport is the role played by interferences in determining
the conductance of a system. For periodically arranged
barriers, constructive or destructive interferences in the
forward direction yield the well-known lattice band structure even when scattering by an individual barrier is very
weak, which results in the energy dependence of the
transmission of an incident matter wave [19]. The transmission probability, which is essentially a single-particle
property, is in turn proportional to the linear response
conductance of a noninteracting Fermi gas through the
Landauer-Büttiker formula.
We observe how transport is hampered by a lattice built
site by site, by measuring the conductance G of the system
for increasing number of barriers as a function of the local
chemical potential in the wire μwire ¼ μres þ V g − V wire ,
where the reservoir chemical potential μres and the potential
of the wire V wire stay typically constant. Varying the gate
potential V g therefore allows us to probe the conductance in
an energy-resolved manner.
These measurements are performed with an attractive
Fermi gas with a scattering length of a ¼ −2.65 × 103 a0 ,
where we expect the gas to be normal in the reservoirs
and the wire. The reservoirs are characterized in the bulk
by the dimensionless parameter 1=kF a ¼ −2.1, where
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pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kF ¼ 2mμres =ℏ is the Fermi wave vector and μres ¼
0.47 μK is the typical chemical potential. This parameter
locally increases in the three-dimensional regions close to
the wire due to the presence of the attractive gate beam, but
temperature remains above the local superfluid critical
temperature [20] for the values of the gate potential V g <
1.5 μK reached in our experiment. At the center of the wire,
the spin gap Δs is also smaller than the temperature. Onedimensional theory based on a Bethe ansatz in the absence
of any scattering potential [21] predicts values Δs < 30 nK
for densities larger than 1 atom per micron (Appendix B).
The results are shown in Fig. 2(a). As long as the gate
potential is not large enough for the local chemical potential
μwire to be positive, conductance is zero. In the barrier-free
wire, G increases with V g , as an increasing number of
transverse modes gets populated. For a Fermi gas with the
same attractive scattering length flowing through a quantum point contact, a plateau would be expected at a
conductance higher than the conductance quantum 1=h
as an effect of attraction between the particles [14]. In
contrast, it does not appear here, most likely owing to the
choice of a longer wire, which was shown to produce less
robust conductance plateaus [16].
Upon placing a single repulsive barrier of height V l ¼
0.40ð2Þ μK at the center of the wire, the conductance curve
is shifted to the right, indicating that larger gate potentials
V g are required to overcome the barrier potential V wire and
enable transport. For increasing gate potential, G increases
monotonically up to high values characteristic of the
multimode regime. As more barriers are inserted to form
a lattice with a fixed central height V l , the conductance at
low gate potential is barely modified up to V g ≈ 0.9 μK.
This is in contrast with classical Ohm’s law for series
addition of incoherent barriers, where conductance is
expected to decrease as the inverse of the length.
Beyond this value of V g , transport is significantly
modified and an inflection point appears already with three
barriers, which then turns into a local conductance minimum for larger numbers of barriers. The reduction of
conductance with increasing chemical potential is characteristic of holelike transport, and signals the emergence of
the band-insulating state. This effect is observed here for a
shallow lattice potential, V l ¼ 0.94ð5ÞEr , where the band
gap and bandwidth of the infinite, homogeneous lattice
with equivalent spacing and height are expected to be 0.20
(1) and 0.33ð1Þ μK, respectively. The measured conductance is in qualitative agreement with a calculation based on
the Landauer-Büttiker formula and the solution of the onedimensional Schrödinger equation for our potential
(Appendix C), shown in Fig. 2(b).
The evolution of transport with the number of barriers
represents a direct investigation of the scaling of conductance with the system size. The dependence of G on the
barrier number N is presented in Fig. 2(c) for several values
of V g . Over the whole length range N ¼ 1–9 the evolution
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FIG. 2. Building up a lattice site by site. (a) Conductance G as a function of attractive gate potential V g without scattering structure,
with one barrier, and with a lattice of 2–9 barriers. The potential height of the central barrier is set to V l ¼ 0.40ð2Þ μK ¼ 0.94ð5ÞEr ,
where Er is the lattice recoil energy. The first and second bands of an infinite lattice of the same height are indicated by gray areas,
separated by a gap which coincides with the location of the conductance minimum for 9 barriers. Right-hand panels: Actual quasi-onedimensional potentials for 1, 2, 4, and 9 barriers. (b) Conductance GLB obtained from noninteracting Landauer-Büttiker theory at a
temperature T ¼ 67 nK and a typical chemical potential difference Δμ ¼ 0.1 μK between the reservoirs. (c) Conductance G as a
function of number of barriers N for four gate potentials V g ¼ 0.55, 0.73, 0.95, and 1.11 μK (light to dark blue), together with
exponential fits GðNÞ ¼ ðG1 − G∞ Þ exp½−κðN − 1Þ þ G∞ . (d) Fitted derivative of the conductance for one lattice site G0 ð1Þ. A sharp
drop is located at V g;c ¼ 0.85ð2Þ μK using a sigmoid fit, hinting that transport is becoming nonballistic. (e) Characteristic length scale
κ−1 associated with the exponential decay and normalized by the lattice spacing d. It reflects the inverse imaginary part of the wave
vector of a Bloch wave in the lattice gap (white area).

of G with number of barriers is well fitted by an exponential
decay. We first use these fits to estimate the initial variation
of conductance with length, yielding dG=dN at N ¼ 1 as a
function of V g [Fig. 2(d)]. A sharp threshold at V g;c ¼
0.85ð2Þ μK is observed: below V g;c, conductance is unaffected by extending the lattice beyond a single barrier—a
regime that can be empirically termed as “ballistic.” On the
contrary, we measure above V g;c a conductance decay of
1=h per additional lattice site—a “nonballistic” regime.
The fit also provides a decay coefficient κ which, for
single particles with energies inside the band gap, should
reflect the nonzero imaginary part of their Bloch wave
vector in an infinite lattice. We present in Fig. 2(e) the
associated length scale κ −1 as a function of V g . Inside the
band gap for V g ≈ 1.15 μK (white area), it is about two
lattice periods d and is indeed comparable to the minimum
decay length 1.4d that is theoretically expected for Bloch
waves. For gate potentials V g < 1.05 μK inside the band,
the precise evolution of conductance with number of
barriers greatly depends on the uniformity of the potential,
as observed with numerical simulations in Appendix C. We
therefore do not give any specific meaning to the minimum
measured at V g ≈ V g;c . For V g > 1.3 μK above the gap, the
second transverse mode of the wire then becomes

populated and conductance cannot be interpreted as the
transmission of a one-dimensional lattice.
The decay length is overall bounded by the length of the
quantum wire, set by the shorter confining beam with a
1=e2 waist of 9 μm, which is about 9 lattice periods d. It is
below 6d for most values of V g , which motivates the use of
a finite-size lattice made of 6 barriers to investigate the
properties of the infinite system in what follows.
IV. CONDUCTOR-INSULATOR TRANSITION
We now map out the conductance of a six-barrier lattice
as a function of both chemical potential and lattice depth,
demonstrating the emergence of a band structure in a
different way. The full map is presented in Fig. 3. For low
attractive gate potential V g , the lattice is empty and the
conductance is zero. Upon increasing V g , the lattice band is
visible as a first triangular lobe of nonzero conductance. Its
bandwidth decreases from 0.4 μK to less than 0.1 μK by
increasing the lattice height V l from 0.2 to 1.0 μK, and the
band is shifted upwards as a result of a larger lattice zeropoint energy. A second triangular lobe of even larger
conductance, associated with additional transport in the
second transverse mode of the wire, is visible above the
band. Both lobes are separated by a gap that increases with
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FIG. 3. Opening a gap by increasing the lattice height.
Experimental conductance through a six-barrier lattice as a
function of lattice height V l and gate potential V g (normalized
by the recoil energy Er ¼ 0.42 μK in the right and top axes). Two
conduction regions (tapered zones in light green and yellow) are
separated by an insulating region that broadens upon increasing
the lattice height. Inset: Conductance obtained from LandauerBüttiker theory as a function of lattice height V l and mean
chemical potential in the reservoirs μres at a temperature T ¼
60 nK through a realistic six-barrier lattice.

V l . The experimental data are in very good agreement with
finite-temperature, noninteracting theory shown as inset in
Fig. 3 except in the two-mode regime at large V g , where
conductance is larger than two conductance quanta 2=h.
This excess, already visible in Fig. 2(a) and previously
observed in Ref. [14], can be attributed to the presence of
attractive interactions.
The experimental data shown in Fig. 3 provide an
estimate of the centers of the band and gap, visible as
local maxima and minima of conductance. To locate more
precisely the band conductor-to-insulator transition, we
monitor the variation of conductance with increasing
temperature, which is positive for an insulator and negative
for a conductor. For this purpose, we use a six-barrier lattice
of height V l ¼ 0.46ð2Þ μK, and perform an adiabatic
compression of the reservoirs in the transverse direction,
in order to vary temperature from 67 to 109 nK. This
process also changes the chemical potential of the reservoir
μres ; hence, the variation of local chemical potential in the
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wire is no longer given by the variation of V g alone but by
the variation of μres þ V g . Figure 4 shows conductance
curves as a function of the gate potential V g corrected by
the chemical potential variation, such that the band and gap
positions can be directly compared. The local maximum
and minimum are clearly visible at the lowest temperatures,
and are blurred into a monotonically increasing curve at
T ¼ 109 nK. This also highlights the role played by finite
temperature inside the gap in Fig. 2, where conductance
is nonzero. Within our measurement accuracy, the
curves intersect at V g þ μres ¼ 1.44 μK, which separates
a region where conductance decreases with temperature,
dG=dT < 0, from a region where conductance increases,
dG=dT > 0. This variation dG=dT can be accessed from a
linear fit on the conductance and is shown as an inset. The
point where dG=dT ¼ 0 agrees with noninteracting theory
and differs from the transition between the ballistic and
nonballistic regimes studied in Fig. 2 [which occurs there at
a corrected value V g;c þ μres ¼ 1.32ð2Þ μK]. It is little
sensitive to the details of the one-dimensional lattice
potential (Appendix C) and is therefore a more faithful
estimation of the band-to-gap boundary. While the temperature dependence of conductance is the traditional definition of an insulator adopted in condensed-matter physics,
the existence of a conductance minimum is a more practical
criterion in our cold-atom realization and the results of
Figs. 2 and 4 show the intimate link between the two

FIG. 4. Smearing conductance by thermal decoherence. Experimental conductance G through a six-barrier lattice of height
V l ¼ 0.46ð2Þ μK for three different temperatures as a function of
gate potential V g , shifted by the reservoir chemical potential μres
to account for different optical trap frequencies. Inset: Variation
of conductance with temperature obtained from a linear fit to
temperatures T ¼ 67, 84, 97, and 109 nK. The sign of dG=dT
changes across the critical value V g þ μres ¼ 1.44 μK.
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definitions. In the following, we extend the use of the latter
definition to stronger interactions and look for the presence
of a conductance minimum as a signature of an insulating state.
V. INTERACTIONS
Interferences, giving rise to the band structure, are
essentially single-particle properties. The control over
interactions in our system offers a unique opportunity to
explore the interplay of interferences with interactions. We
now investigate their effect on transport by increasing
attractive interactions up to the unitary limit. We tune
them to scattering lengths a < −7.5 × 103 a0 so that the
region close to the wire ends is always superfluid for
attractive gate potentials V g > 0.7 μK, contrary to the
measurements shown in Figs. 2–4. As in the previous
sections, conductance is obtained assuming a linear relation
between current and chemical potential bias, which here is
small compared to all other energy scales except temperature (Appendix B). This assumption is further justified by
the absence of nonlinearities without lattice at moderate
interactions [14]. As the currents measured through the
lattice are low, we could not see any conclusive deviation
from this hypothesis within our experimental error.
The nonmonotonic behavior of the conductance
versus gate potential is very robust against interactions,
as shown in Fig. 5 for a six-barrier lattice of height
V l ¼ 0.46ð2Þ μK ¼ 1.09ð5ÞEr . The contrast of the gap
varies very little as interactions are increased up to unitarity,
with a local conductance minimum (maximum) of about
0.3=h (0.9=h). The positions of the local extrema are
shifted towards lower V g as attractive interactions are
increased, which is consistent with an increase of the atom
density at the center of the cloud when approaching
unitarity. The persistence of local extrema is very surprising
considering the dramatic consequences of attractive interactions on transport in an atomic quantum wire, both
experimentally observed and theoretically expected in
the absence of a lattice [14,22–24].
The way the interactions affect transport in a periodic
lattice depends on dimensionality and on whether interactions are attractive or repulsive. In dimensions greater or
equal to two, repulsive interactions usually lead to a Fermi
liquid state [25], very similar to noninteracting particles up
to the redefinition of a few parameters such as mass or
compressibility. For moderate lattices, the band behavior is
thus essentially unaffected. New effects, such as the
existence of a Mott insulator for commensurate fillings
of one particle per site, can thus occur only for large lattices
in the repulsive case. Attractive interactions, on the other
hand, lead to a drastic change of the excitations and turn a
fermionic system into a superconductor, a collective state
for which the flow of particles is impervious to obstacles
such as disorder or a weak lattice. As a result, the effects of
the lattice are reduced and even at a commensurate filling

FIG. 5. Robustness of the gap with increasing interactions.
Conductance G through a six-barrier lattice of height V l ¼
0.46ð2Þ μK as a function of gate potential V g for different
scattering lengths ranging from moderately attractive (yellow)
to resonant interactions (dark purple). For a one-dimensional
density of two particles per site, where the conductance
minimum is observed, the Gaudin-Yang parameter at the wire
center is equal to −1.7, −1.9, −2.3, −2.6, and −3.0 for the five
values of the scattering length ranging from −7.5 × 103 a0 to
−∞; it increases upon decreasing density or equivalently gate
potential (Appendix D). Inset: Conductance GTL obtained from
Tomonaga-Luttinger theory around the conductance dip at
temperature T ¼ 150 nK.

the band gap disappears when it is smaller than the
superconducting gap in the absence of a lattice [3].
This competition between a band insulator and superconductivity has, however, a very different outcome in one
dimension where the effects of interactions are drastically
enhanced. These effects are captured at low energy by the
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid theory [2], in which no individual quasiparticles similar to free particles exist, and
where excitations of the many-body state separate into
collective charge and spin excitations. This has several
consequences on the ground state of an interacting quantum
system. For bosons, in marked contrast to the higherdimensional counterparts, even an infinitesimal lattice is
able to lead to a Mott state for repulsive interactions at
commensurability of one boson per site [26], provided the
repulsion between the bosons exceeds a certain threshold.
This existence of this critical value and the corresponding
phase transition has been demonstrated with cold atoms
[27–29]. For fermions, repulsive interactions lead to a
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid state [2] in which the spin
sector has dominant antiferromagnetic tendencies. The
charge sector is fully decoupled, spin-charge separation
being one of the remarkable properties of one-dimensional
interacting systems. In a one-dimensional periodic
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structure, the system will turn to be a Mott insulator for a
filling of one particle per site for arbitrarily weak repulsion.
For two particles per site one recovers a band insulator even
in the presence of repulsion between particles. For attractive interactions, the outcome is quite different: the spin
excitations are gapped, leading to a state where only charge
excitations exist at low energy. This state, known as a
Luther-Emery liquid [2,4], can also be deeply affected even
by a very weak lattice contrarily to its high-dimensional
BCS counterpart [3]. It can lead to an insulating state with
one pair per lattice site on average. Thus, at commensurate
filling, even for infinitely attractive interactions, conduction is not recovered and the system remains an insulator.
This state can then be seen as the many-body equivalent of
the band insulator for noninteracting particles, with fillings
of two particles per site [Fig. 1(c)]. It is furthermore
associated with the existence of charge-density waves,
whose observation was proposed through structure factor
measurements with cold atoms [30].
In order to analyze the behavior observed experimentally, we consider a theoretical model of fermionic atoms
with an attractive contact interaction in a one-dimensional
wire and an external potential. The system is described by
the Hamiltonian
H ¼ HGY þ Hlattice ;

ð1Þ

where the fermions without external potential obey the
Gaudin-Yang Hamiltonian [31,32],
HGY ¼ −

X
ℏ2 X ∂ 2
þ
g
δðyi − yj Þ;
1
2m i ∂y2i
i<j

ð2Þ

where yi is the position of the ith atom in the wire and g1 is
the strength of the short-range interaction. The influence of
the optical lattice is taken into account by
Z
Hlattice ¼ dyVðyÞρðyÞ;
ð3Þ
where VðyÞ is the potential of the lattice and ρðyÞ is the total
local density of fermions.
We proceed by treating the experimentally relevant lowenergy degrees of freedom of the Gaudin-Yang model
Eq. (2) with the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid theory [2,33].
This describes the appearance of a gap in the spin sector
and provides a transformation to the Luther-Emery liquid
made of bound pairs of finite extent, strongly repelling each
other as a result of the exclusion principle between their
fermionic constituents. The resulting system is described
by a sine-Gordon equation, whose parameters can be
obtained as a function of the strength of the short-range
interaction (Appendix D).
We then compute the transport properties of the system
by attaching this one-dimensional system to two reservoirs.
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The choice of a one-dimensional model is justified here by
the fact that the 9-μm wire is longer than the superfluid
coherence length ℏvF =T ≈ 3 μm in the reservoirs, where
vF is the Fermi velocity. This situation is different from
previous works with a short quantum point contact [12]
where the physics is governed by the reservoir-induced
proximity effect. We neglect the contact resistance compared to the resistance of the scattering potential in the wire
and use the approximation of one-dimensional leads [34].
We evaluate the conductance by numerically solving the
sine-Gordon equation mentioned above in a noisy thermal
background (Appendix E). The results are shown as inset in
Fig. 5 as a function of the chemical potential in the wire,
μwire ≈ V g − const, where V g is the gate potential and the
constant contribution is due to the chemical potential of the
reservoirs at the wire entrance. They are in good qualitative
agreement with the experiment and correctly predict a
conductance minimum compatible with the formation of an
insulator. This occurs at a lattice filling of two fermions per
site, which can be translated into a local chemical potential
μwire ¼ 0.25–0.45 μK using an approximate equation of
state for the wire (Appendix E). A better quantitative
agreement for the value of the conductance is found by
increasing the effective temperature used in the simulation
(150 nK in the inset of Fig. 5, compared to about 70 nK in
the experiment). This discrepancy may stem from neglecting the influence of the reservoirs and from taking into
account only classical fluctuations of the bosonized fields.
The robustness of the insulating state even at unitarity
strongly indicates that we indeed realize the Luther-Emery
state inside the wire. An alternative way to understand the
Luther-Emery liquid is to consider a one-dimensional
theory where the elementary constituents are not the
fermionic atoms, but instead weakly bound bosonic pairs
with an effective finite-range repulsion (Appendix F).
These pairs form a so-called super-Tonks-Girardeau gas
(STG). The insulating state can be identified with a Motttype insulator of bosons [2,33]. We emphasize that in
contrast to previous works, where STG gases were theoretically predicted [35] and experimentally realized [36] as
a highly excited and strongly correlated metastable gaslike
state of attractive bosons, in our case the STG phase is
realized with spin-1=2 fermions [37]. The finite size of the
pairs, which is a key ingredient to the finite-range repulsion, allows us to obtain the essential properties of the STG
gas as a stable ground state. This demonstrates the potential
of our fermionic setup to simulate novel one-dimensional
bosonic phases as well.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we demonstrate local control of the
potential landscape in a quantum wire to study the transport
properties of a one-dimensional fermionic insulator created
by a mesoscopic lattice, in the presence of attractive
interactions. We are able to observe the effect of quantum
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interferences on transport by projecting one by one optical
barriers varying on distances of the order of the Fermi
wavelength. By mapping out conductance against chemical
potential, lattice height, and temperature, we confirm that
our observations are in agreement with the physics of a
band insulator and confront our system with the traditional
definition of an insulating phase.
These results serve as a reference point to study the fate
of the band insulator with stronger attractive interactions,
where the superfluid gap in the wire is expected to be larger
than the band gap. Surprisingly, the system remains
insulating at commensurate filling for arbitrarily large
attractive interactions. We explain this peculiar behavior
by the formation of a so-called Luther-Emery liquid. The
conductance measurements are qualitatively reproduced by
a Tomonaga-Luttinger model, allowed by the high control
offered by the experimental setup. Our experiment thus
constitutes a direct observation of the existence of the
Luther-Emery phase in a one-dimensional system of
fermions with attractive interactions.
The system demonstrate the possibility to realize
transport measurements between two reservoirs of fermions with tunable interactions and an arbitrary potential,
allowing us to probe a very rich palette of physical
effects. Beside an extended study of the Luther-Emery
phase as a function of lattice height and temperature, the
effect of the competition between potential and interactions on transport could be investigated when one or a
few impurities are added to a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid,
or in the presence of disorder. There, size represents a
controllable length scale which is crucial to determine the
physical nature of the many-body system. For example,
one expects a linear scaling between conductance and
system size for normal metals, and an exponential scaling
for insulators (such as, e.g., an Anderson or many-body
localized insulator).
The structures projected onto the transport channel can
be readily extended to two-dimensional lattices, with the
advantage that chemical potential and temperature can be
tuned independently of the lattice parameters. This opens
the path to investigating edge effects or creating exotic band
structures showing an interesting interplay with interactions, such as semimetals or flatbands. More generally,
our system is relevant for studying transport processes
where the energy dependence of the conduction channel
plays a crucial role, for example, to introduce thermoelectric coupling [38].
By varying the arbitrary potentials over time, our setup
allows us in principle to study the time-dependent response
of correlated systems, and to implement quantum pumps
[39–41] or Floquet-engineered topological bands [42].
Close-to-resonance beams could be furthermore used to
implement spin-dependent potentials or spin-orbit coupling
locally, or to study the effect of dissipation on quantum
coherence and superfluidity.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
1. Experimental sequence
The experimental cycle to prepare and manipulate an
ultracold Fermi gas of 6Li atoms is based on
Refs. [14,16]. In summary, the atom cloud is prepared
in a balanced mixture of the lowest and third-lowest
hyperfine states and loaded into an elongated hybrid
trap, confining transversally (x, z directions) with a
1064-nm optical dipole trap and longitudinally (y
direction) by a quadratic variation of the magnetic field.
Shortly before performing a conductance measurement,
the gas is brought to temperatures close to 10% of the
Fermi temperature through evaporative cooling on a
broad Feshbach resonance at 689 G. Its absolute
temperature T is fixed by the confinement frequencies
of the dipole trap, which are directly related to its depth,
set to 1.50 μK in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 (T ¼ 67 nK), and
between 1.50 and 4.51 μK in Fig. 4 (T ¼ 67–109 nK).
To set the s-wave scattering length a for transport
measurements, the magnetic field is then ramped in
200 ms to a value of 949 G in Figs. 2, 3, and 5
(a ¼ −2.65 × 103 a0 ), and between 689 and 726 G in
Fig. 4 (a ¼ −∞ to −7.51 × 103 a0 ).
To impose a chemical potential bias, we displace the
cloud using a magnetic field gradient in the y direction. We
then split it into two asymmetric reservoirs using an
elliptical repulsive beam at 532 nm, superimposed to
the laser beams shaping the quantum wire and the lattice.
The magnetic trap is then recentered on the constriction
beams. The atom flow through the constriction is initiated
by switching off the elliptical beam and lasts for 4 s.
Subsequently, the magnetic field is ramped within 200 ms
back to the Feshbach resonance, which is where we finally
obtain the density distribution by absorption imaging along
the x direction after a time of flight of 1 ms.
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APPENDIX B: DATA ANALYSIS
1. Energy scales
The energy and temperature scales relevant in the
experiment are summarized in Fig. 6.
(i) The chemical potential bias Δμ ¼ 0.1 μK is smaller
than the energy scales characterizing the wire,
lattice, and spin gap. This supports the use of a
linear model to obtain the conductance.
(ii) The confinement energies ℏωx and ℏωz are the
largest energy scales, confirming that our system is
effectively one dimensional when the local chemical
potential is sufficiently low.
(iii) The lattice recoil energy Er ¼ 0.42 μK is comparable to the typical lattice height V l ¼ 0.4 μK,
placing the system in the nearly free-particle regime
rather than the tight-binding regime.
(iv) The band gap Eg ¼ 0.2 μK is larger than both
temperature T and chemical potential bias Δμ in a
typical setting. It becomes unresolved in conductance measurements when the lattice height V l is
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The lattice is shaped using a Digital Micromirror Device
(DMD DLP5500 0.55” XGA from Texas Instruments),
consisting of an array of microscopic mirrors that can be
individually oriented to an on or an off state and act altogether
as a reflective diffraction grating. We illuminate the DMD
with a collimated, 532-nm beam with an incidence angle that
allow a 30% diffraction efficiency into the sixth order when
all mirrors are on. The hologram represented on the array is a
binary mask of lines whose local width and displacement
affect the local amplitude and phase of the diffracted beam.
This beam is then optically conjugated using relay lenses to
the back focal plane of a microscope objective, which
effectively projects its Fourier transform onto the atomic
plane. A second microscope objective placed symmetrically
with respect to the atomic plane allows us to image the light
potentials created by the DMD on a CCD camera. In
addition, we can correct optical aberrations to limit the
wavefront distortion on the atoms to about λ=10 using a
technique similar to a Hartmann-Shack analysis.
To project the lattice onto the quantum wire, we first
align the relevant DMD diffraction order by scanning it
across the wire and measuring the subsequent variations of
atom current, a technique known as scanning gate microscopy [15]. The DMD beam is located on the wire center
when the conductance is minimal. The lattice hologram
itself is displayed on a grid of 660 × 660 mirrors. The size
of the hologram and the number of on mirrors decreases
when the lattice is made longer in the associated Fourier
plane. Hence, we observe a drop of the intensity diffracted
from the DMD, from 13% of the incident intensity for a
single barrier to 0.8% for a 10-barrier lattice. The potential
height at the center of the lattice is calibrated for all lengths
to account for this drop.

0.0

-2.7
-7.5

2. Holographic beam shaping

FIG. 6. Summary of the energy and temperature scales relevant
for the quantum wire. Typical values are indicated by black lines,
whereas energies depending on a parameter scanned in Figs. 3–5
are represented by colored ranges. The superfluid critical temperature T c in the vicinity of the wire increases with gate potential V g ,
and is reported here for two values V g ¼ 0.7 and 1.1 μK
corresponding to the conductance onset and gap with a lattice,
respectively. The 1D spin gap Δs at the center of the wire decreases
with the 1D density ρ, and is reported here for two values
corresponding to a lattice filling of one and three particles per site.

decreased (Fig. 3) or the temperature is increased (Fig. 4).
(v) At the lowest scattering length a ¼ −2.65 × 103 a0
used in the experiment, temperature T is larger than
both the critical superfluid temperature T c in the
vicinity of the wire and the spin gap Δs in the wire,
indicating that the system is in the normal phase.
(vi) On the contrary, for scattering lengths used in Fig. 5,
the regions of the Fermi gas connected to the wire
are superfluid (T < T c ). The spin gap Δs is larger
than temperature except in the case of the smallest a
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and largest densities, which supports the LutherEmery liquid hypothesis. Depending on interaction
and density, Δs may be smaller (small a or large ρ)
or larger (large a or small ρ) than the lattice gap Eg .
Mean-field theory predicts the presence of a transition in 2D and 3D when Eg ≈ Δs [3], which here is
not observed experimentally.
2. Temperature estimation
For Figs. 2–4, temperature is extracted from the density
pictures of the cloud in the magnetic harmonic trap along y
taken at unitarity. To filter out imaging noise, we apply a
principal component analysis [43] on sets of pictures
belonging to the same experimental run grouped by trap
depth. This method reconstructs each picture from the mean
picture of the series and a linear combination of the five most
relevant deviations to the mean. We obtain the internal
energy from the second moment along y using the virial
theorem [44], which is then converted into entropy using the
known equation of state of the unitary Fermi gas [45],
approximating the hybrid trap by a harmonic potential.
Assuming that the magnetic field and trap depth ramp
preceding imaging is adiabatic, we equate the entropies
of the gas at imaging and at the end of transport, where it can
be expanded for the weakly interacting, degenerate gas [46]:


S
T
64
2
1þ
¼ kB π
kF a ;
ðB1Þ
N at
TF
35π 2
where the Fermi temperature T F ¼ ℏω̄ð6N at Þ1=3 =kB is
inferred from the atom number N at and the mean trapping
frequency ω̄ ¼ ðωx ωy ωz Þ1=3, and the corresponding Fermi
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
wave vector is defined as kF ¼ 2mkB T F =ℏ. This allows us
to access the temperature T at the end of transport. The
temperatures stated in the text are estimated at half the
transport time, and are obtained after subtracting the heating
occurring during 2s in the dipole trap. This heating rate is
independently calibrated and ranges from 1ð2Þ nK=s
(Figs. 2 and 3 and lowest temperature of Fig. 4) to
8ð2Þ nK=s (largest temperature of Fig. 4).
The superfluid critical temperatures stated in the text and
shown in Fig. 6 are computed at the minima of the quasione-dimensional potential located at the entrance and exit
of the quantum wire [14]. Under the assumption that the
local chemical potential μ̃ at these points is about the Fermi
energy ẼF in a local density approximation, we compute a
local interaction parameter 1=k̃F a, which is then converted
into a critical temperature using Ref. [20].



1
2a
ρ̃ð⃗rÞ ¼ − 3 Li3=2 ð−z̃Þ 1 þ Li1=2 ð−z̃Þ ;
λT
λT

ðB2Þ

where z̃ð⃗rÞ ¼ exp½μ̃ð⃗rÞ=kB T is the local fugacity of the gas,
μ̃ð⃗rÞ ¼ μres − Vð⃗rÞ is the local chemical potential in the
knownppotential
Vð⃗rÞ created by the trap and the constriction,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
λT ¼ 2πℏ2 =mkB T is the thermal de Broglie wavelength,
and Lin indicates the polylogarithm function of order n. The
local compressibility can be inferred from the density
as κ̃ ¼ ∂ ρ̃=∂ μ̃ja .
The atom number N at and compressibility κ of the entire
reservoirs are then obtained by spatially integrating ρ̃ð⃗rÞ,
κ̃ð⃗rÞ and are sampled at fixed temperature T for several
values of the chemical potential in the reservoirs μres . The
interpolated functions μres ðN at Þ, κðN at Þ are then used to
estimate the chemical potential in each reservoir and the
mean compressibility for every absorption picture. Within
linear approximation, conductance can be inferred from the
atom number difference between the reservoirs after 4 s of
transport and the compressibility [16].
To account for the wide range of interactions in Fig. 5,
we instead use there the zero-temperature equation of state
of the balanced Fermi gas across the BEC-BCS crossover.
The local pressure P̃ðμ̃Þ created by one spin species as a
function of the local chemical potential is
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P̃ðμ̃Þ ¼ P0 ðμ̃ÞhBCS
ðB3Þ
S ðℏ= 2mμ̃aÞ;
where P0 ¼ ½ð2mÞ=ℏ2 3=2 μ̃5=2 =15π 2 is the pressure of a
spin-polarized ideal Fermi gas and hBCS
S ðδ̃Þ is a correction
factor determined experimentally [47]. Its derivatives
yield the local density ρ̃ ¼ ∂ P̃=∂ μ̃ja and compressibility
κ̃ ¼ ∂ ρ̃=∂ μ̃ja . We then apply the procedure described above
to obtain compressibility and conductance for every
absorption picture.
APPENDIX C: NONINTERACTING
SIMULATIONS
1. Landauer-Büttiker formula

3. Thermodynamical properties of the reservoirs

To model the experimental results at the lowest scattering
length a ¼ −2.65 × 103 a0 presented in Figs. 2–4 and
include the presence of higher-energy modes above the
transverse ground state of the constriction, we apply the
Landauer-Büttiker formalism [48]. It separates the conductance of noninteracting fermions into contributions
from independent transport channels:
Z
1 X ∞
G¼
dET n;m ðEÞ½f L ðEÞ − f R ðEÞ: ðC1Þ
hΔμ n;m −∞

In Figs. 2–4, we use the equation of state of the
homogeneous, weakly interacting Fermi gas [46] to compute
the density ρ̃ð⃗rÞ for one spin species in the local density
approximation:

Every channel is associated to a transverse mode of the
quantum wire, indexed by the quantum numbers n, m
along directions x and z, respectively, and characterized
by a transmission coefficient T n;m ðEÞ whose energy
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TABLE I. Envelope functions determining the effective quasione-dimensional potentials.
Envelope function
fx ðyÞ ¼
fz ðyÞ ¼
fg ðyÞ ¼

2

expð−y =w2x Þ
expð−y2 =w2z Þ
expð−2y2 =w2g Þ

Waist

Description

wx ¼ 9.1ð3Þ μm
wz ¼ 30ð1Þ μm
wg ¼ 42.5ð3Þ μm

x confinement
z confinement
gate potential

dependence reflects the interference processes at work
inside the mesoscopic structure. In this picture, transport
results from the difference in the Fermi-Dirac distributions
f L , f R , describing the particle energies in the two reservoirs
linked by the channels. The function f L (f R ) is temperature
dependent and centered around the chemical potential μL
(μR ) of the left (right) reservoir. The chemical potential bias
that drives the atom current is defined as Δμ ¼ μL − μR .
The transmission T n;m ðEÞ of each channel is obtained
from the squared scattering amplitude of a single particle
through a one-dimensional effective potential V eff;n;m ðyÞ.
This potential has contributions from each of the four
beams that shape the constriction: the transverse energies of
the space-dependent harmonic confinement provided by
the wire in directions x and z, V x;n ðyÞ ¼ ð1=2 þ nÞℏωx f x ðyÞ
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and V z;m ¼ ð1=2 þ mÞℏωz f z ðyÞ, the attractive gate potential V g ðyÞ ¼ −V g f g ðyÞ, and the lattice potential V l ðyÞ. The
envelope functions f x , f y , f z incorporate known information on the geometry of these laser beams and are detailed
in Table I. Additionally, the conductance shown in Fig. 2(b)
includes a repulsive potential of 0.3 μK, necessary to
match the V g axis of the experimental data, and resulting
from a probable nondarkness of the repulsive TEM01 -like
laser beams.
2. Nonuniformity of the scattering potential
The effective one-dimensional potential differs from an
ideal finite-length lattice due to the presence of the quantum
wire effective potential V x;n ðyÞ þ V z;m ðyÞ and due to the
nonuniform envelope of the lattice potential V l ðyÞ. Both
factors contribute to reducing the height of the outermost
parts of the lattice relative to the chemical potential of the
reservoirs.
To illustrate these two effects on conductance independently, we simulate the conductance measurements shown in
Figs. 2 and 4 for different one-dimensional potentials with
lattice height V l ¼ 0.40 μK [Fig. 7(a)]: (i) with a sine lattice
of N barriers and spacing d ¼ 0.97 μm, on top of a flat

FIG. 7. Effect of the lattice potential on conductance, obtained from noninteracting Landauer-Büttiker theory. Results for (i) an ideal
one-dimensional lattice potential on a flat background, (ii) an ideal lattice in the quasi-one-dimensional potential created by the quantum
wire, and (iii) a real lattice in the effective potential of the quantum wire. Column (a): Effective potential of the lowest transverse mode.
Column (b): Conductance GLB versus local chemical potential in the wire μwire for different numbers of barriers N at temperature T ¼ 0
and infinitesimal bias Δμ. Column (c): identical with T ¼ 60 nK and Δμ ¼ 100 nK. Column (d): Conductance GLB versus chemical
potential μwire for N ¼ 6 barriers, Δμ ¼ 100 nK, and different temperatures T.
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background: V eff;n;m ðyÞ¼V l;ideal ðyÞ¼V l sin½πðy=dþN=2Þ2
if y ∈ ½−Nd=2; Nd=2, and V eff;n;m ðyÞ ¼ 0 else; (ii) with a
sine lattice added to the effective potential of the quantum
wire,V eff;n;m ðyÞ ¼ V x;n ðyÞ þ V z;m ðyÞ þ V l;ideal ðyÞ; (iii) with
a real lattice obtained by directly imaging the optical
intensity of the lattice beam, added to the effective potential
of the quantum wire, V eff;n;m ðyÞ ¼ V x;n ðyÞ þ V z;m ðyÞ þ
V l;real ðyÞ.
The transmission amplitude of a free particle incident on
the potential is obtained by solving the Schrödinger
equation numerically over a length which is as long as
the lattice for potential (i), and which is 120 μm long for
potentials (ii) and (iii), larger than the 1=e2 waists wx and
wz of the envelopes of the quantum wire. The sum over the
transverse modes n, m in Eq. (C1) is truncated to the lowest
energy channel in case (i), enforcing the maximum conductance to 1=h [Figs. 7(i)(b)–7(i)(d)], and to the five lowest
channels in cases (ii) and (iii), giving rise to conductance
plateaus at multiples of 1=h at zero temperature and without
lattice potential [Fig. 7(ii)(b) and 7(ii)(c)]. The effect of the
attractive gate potential on this region (where it is homogeneous to a good approximation) is to shift the mean value
of the chemical potential μwire ¼ ðμL þ μR Þ=2 with respect
to the zero-point energy of the channel; its variation amounts
to a change of origin of the x axis in Figs. 7(b)–7(d).
We now simulate scattering through these three potentials
in different situations relevant to the experiment. First, we
vary the number of barriers N making up the lattice,
comparing the ideal case at temperature T ¼ 0 and infinitesimal chemical potentialPbias Δμ [Fig. 7(b)], where
Eq. (C1) simplifies to G ¼ n;m T n;m ðμwire Þ=h, to the more
realistic situation where T ¼ 60 nK and Δμ ¼ 100 nK
[Fig. 7(c)]. Second, we vary the temperature at fixed lattice
length N ¼ 6 [Fig. 7(d)].
For the ideal lattice potential, the gap is visible as an
interval around μwire ¼ 0.6 μK, where conductance uniformly converges to zero upon increasing N [Fig. 7(i)(b)].
The band appears as a succession of N − 1 conductance
peaks that equal the number of hybridized orbitals expected
in a tight-binding model. When including the potential of
the quantum wire [Fig. 7(ii)(b)], the number of oscillations
decreases, which can be interpreted as a decrease of the
effective length of the lattice. The nonuniform lattice
potential further reduces the contrast of the band oscillations and the effective gap width [Fig. 7(iii)(b)].
Adding a finite chemical potential bias blurs out the band
oscillations but the gap subsists as a local conductance
minimum between 0.3=h and 0.6=h depending on the lattice
length, as observed in the experiment. As the lattice length is
increased, the precise evolution of the conductance curves is,
however, sensitive to the details of the potential. On the
contrary, increasing the temperature above T ¼ 60 nK at
fixed lattice length N ¼ 6 [Fig. 7(d)] softens the local
extrema of conductance rather independently of the precise
lattice potential. Importantly, all conductance curves nearly

intersect at the chemical potentials demarcating the zerotemperature bands and gaps, justifying the use of dG=dT as
an indication of the conductor-insulator transition in Fig. 4.
APPENDIX D: BOSONIZATION
In this appendix, we present an effective theory to model
the one-dimensional wire and lattice in the presence of
strong interactions.
We focus on the case of a single conduction channel in the
wire; at zero temperature this approximation is valid as long
as the Fermi energy in the wire is smaller than ℏω⊥ [21], or,
equivalently, ðρ0 a⊥ Þ2 ≲ 1, where ρ0 is the 1D density
including both spin species, transverse confinement
frepﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
quency ω⊥ ¼ ωx ωz ¼2π ×15.2kHz, and a⊥ ¼ ℏ=mω⊥ ¼
6.28×103 a0 is the transversal oscillator length. In the
experiment, this corresponds to densities ρ0 ≲3atoms=μm,
which is fulfilled in the central region of the wire.
In one dimension, the crossover from attractive fermions
to strongly bound repulsive bosonic dimers does not
happen across the 3D unitarity point (a ¼ ∞), but at
the confinement-induced resonance (CIR) [21] for a positive 3D scattering length aCIR ¼ a⊥ =A ¼ þ6.08 × 103 a0 ,
with A ≈ 1.0326. The 3D unitarity point loses its peculiarity in 1D, and the 1D system is there still described by
strongly attractive fermions with finite g1 . In this work, all
experiments are performed at a < 0 and are therefore on
the attractive side of the CIR. Interactions are parametrized
in the 1D region by an interaction strength g1 ¼
2ℏω⊥ að1 − Aa=a⊥ Þ−1 and a dimensionless Gaudin-Yang
parameter γ ¼ mg1 =ℏ2 ρ0 < 0; see Fig. 8.
The experimentally relevant low-energy degrees of freedom of a two-species fermionic system are described by the
bosonized Hamiltonian densities for the charge (c) and the
spin (s) sectors [2]:


1
vc
2
2
Hc ¼
v K ð∇θc Þ þ
ð∇ϕc Þ − VðyÞρðyÞ;
2π c c
Kc
Hs ¼

ðD1Þ



pﬃﬃﬃ
1
v
2g1
vs K s ð∇θs Þ2 þ s ð∇ϕs Þ2 þ
cosð 8ϕs Þ;
2
2π
Ks
ð2παÞ
ðD2Þ

where here and in the following we set ℏ ¼ kB ¼ 1, y is the
direction along the wire, ϕc;s ðyÞ, θc;s ðyÞ are the bosonic
fields, vc;s and K c;s are the Luttinger parameters, α is the
cutoff, VðyÞ is the external potential, and the density ρðyÞ is
given by
pﬃﬃﬃ
2
∇ϕc ðyÞ
ρðyÞ ¼ ρ0 −
π
pﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
þ ρ0 fei½2kF y− 2ϕc ðyÞ cos½ 2ϕs ðyÞ þ c:c:g
pﬃﬃ
ðD3Þ
þ Cρ0 ½ei½4kF y−2 2ϕc ðyÞ þ c:c::
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FIG. 8. Gaudin-Yang parameter γ, charge sector Luttinger parameter K c ¼ vF =vc, charge sector velocity vc, and spin gap Δs as a
function of 3D scattering length and linear density. The dashed line on the last panel represents the experimental temperature T ≈ 70 nK.

The nonuniversal amplitude C in Eq. (D3) is interaction
dependent and in our strongly interacting case (jγj > 1)
reduces to C ≈ 1. The Luttinger parameters vc;s , K c;s are
functions of the parameter γ and can be numerically
calculated from the exactly solvable Gaudin-Yang model
Eq. (2) using the Bethe ansatz [21]; see Fig. 8. The
renormalization treatment of the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian
Eq. (D2) shows [2] that at γ < 0 the spin sector flows to a
strong coupling fixed point, so ϕs orders opening a spin gap
Δs , and the dispersion
relation for low-lying
spin excitations
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
becomes ϵk ¼ ðΔs =2ℏÞ þ ðvs kÞ [21]. Physically, this
corresponds to the tendency of the fermions to form
bound pairs.
Such a quantum phase with gapped spin and gapless charge
modes is referred to in the literature as the Luther-Emery
liquid [4]. Like Luttinger liquids, Luther-Emery liquids have a
diverging dc conductivity and can be considered as analogs of
superconductors in 1D, with the formation of singlet fermionic pairs. As long as T < Δs , which happens already at
a ≲ −5 × 103 a0 , the spin sector influences local densities
only through Gaussian fluctuations of the ϕs field around
zero, allowing us to simplify the expression Eq. (D3) to
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
2
ρðyÞ ¼ ρ0 −
∇ϕc ðyÞ þ 2ρ0 f s cos½2kF y − 2ϕc ðyÞ
π
pﬃﬃﬃ
þ 2Cρ0 cos½4kF y − 2 2ϕc ðyÞ;
ðD4Þ
where the influence of the spin sector mentioned
abovepis
ﬃﬃﬃ taken into account by the fluctuation factor f s ¼
hcos 2ϕs ð0Þi ≈ 0.5.

APPENDIX E: CONDUCTANCE
To calculate the conductance of the strongly interacting
fermions in a periodic potential, we follow an approach
similar to the one introduced by Maslov and Stone in
Ref. [34]. The current is driven by the chemical potential
difference Δμ between the ends of the 1D wire. Namely,
when there is an external chemical potential, the
Hamiltonian density of the charge sector Eq. (D1) acquires
an additional term,
pﬃﬃﬃ
2
Hμ ðyÞ ¼ −μðyÞρðyÞ ¼ μðyÞ
ðE1Þ
∇ϕc ;
π
where we omit the constant factors which will not show up in
the equation of motion as well as the oscillating factors which
will average to zero by calculating average currents. We
assume that the chemical potential takes two different,
constant values in the leads, μL ¼ μR þ Δμ, and changes
linearly in the wire between the leads μðyÞ ¼ μL − Ey (the
sign is chosen as to induce a left-to-right current), so that we
can introduce a fictitious electric field E¼−∇μðyÞ¼Δμ=LE ,
where LE is the length of the region where the electric field is
applied.
The total current
pﬃﬃﬃ
2
I ↑↓ ðyÞ ¼
∂ ϕ ðy; tÞ
π t c

ðE2Þ

is given by the continuity equation ∂ t ρ þ ∇j ¼ 0.
The one-species conductance that is relevant experimentally is
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Z
dy

I ↑↓ ðyÞ
:
Δμ

ðE3Þ

Assuming that the experimental temperature is large
enough to neglect the correction due the quantum tunneling, we calculate the conductance by numerically solving
the classical equation of motion for ϕc, which reads:
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
−2 2VðyÞρ0 ½2sinð2 2ϕc ðy;tÞ−4kF yÞ
pﬃﬃﬃ
þf s sinð 2ϕc ðy;tÞ−2kF yÞ
pﬃﬃﬃ 0
pﬃﬃﬃ
vc
1
2V ðyÞ
2
þ EðyÞ:
∂ yy ϕc ðy;tÞ−
∂ tt ϕc ðy;tÞ−
¼
πvc K c
π
π
πK c
ðE4Þ
We solve the equation of motion [Eq. (E4)] with the initial
condition ϕc ðy; 0Þ ¼ 0 (no current at t ¼ 0) in a finite-size
region of length L ¼ 16 μm. The boundary conditions are of
the Sommerfeld type (outgoing wave) with additional white
noise, which takes into account the finite temperature of the
leads. Namely, the boundary term is
dϕc ðL; tÞ þ vc ∇ϕc ðL; tÞdt ¼ σ T dW L ðtÞ;
dϕc ð0; tÞ − vc ∇ϕc ð0; tÞdt ¼ σ T dW 0 ðtÞ;

ðE5Þ

where dW L;0 ðtÞ are two independent Wiener processes and
σ T is a phenomenological parameter characterizing the
amplitude of the thermal noise.
The resulting stochastic differential equation is solved
with the Euler-Maruyama method. To calibrate the noise
we solve the dynamics of the Luttinger liquid without
external potential and without the applied voltage; i.e., we
solve Eq. (E4) with VðyÞ ¼ 0, Eðy; tÞ ¼ 0, and ϕc ðy; 0Þ ¼
0 as initial condition, but with the noisy boundary conditions Eq. (E5). For each value of the noise amplitude σ T
and filling factor ν ¼ dρ0 =2, we then calculate the equaltime correlation function [2],
CT ðyÞ ¼ h½ϕc ðy; tÞ − ϕc ð0; tÞ2 i;

ðE6Þ

where the angular brackets denote the time average (as the
Luttinger liquid with noise is ergodic and the time average
is equal to the ensemble average), and zero marks the
middle of the wire.
Taking this into account, the exact equal-time correlation
function [2] in the thermal ensemble is
 
 2 2
Kc
β vc
2 πy
log 2 2 sinh
CT ðyÞ ¼ KF1 ðyÞ ¼
βvc
2
π α


 2 2
Kc
β vc
2πy
≈
exp
log
βvc
2
4π 2 α2


βvc
K πy
≈ K log
þ c ;
βvc
2πα

where β ¼ 1=T and α is the cutoff. In the last line, we use the
experimentally relevant high-temperature limit πy=βvc ≫ 1.
We then fit CT ðyÞ with a straight line CT ðyÞ ¼ A þ By and
calculate the temperature from its slope, B ¼ K c πT=vc .
For numerical stability, the lattice and the electric field
are applied in the central region of length LV ¼ 4 μm and
LE ¼ 8 μm, respectively; at the ends of this central region
they smoothly go to zero with σ h ¼ 1 μm:
EðyÞ ¼ Ehillðy; LE Þ;

ðE8Þ

VðyÞ ¼ V 0 ½sinðπy=dÞ2 − 1=2hillðy; LV Þ;

ðE9Þ

 



1
−y þ L=2
y þ L=2
þ erf
;
hillðy; LÞ ¼ erf
2
σh
σh
ðE10Þ
where V 0 ¼ 459 nK and E ¼ 18.75 nK=μm; see Fig. 9. To
test the algorithm, we successfully reproduced the results of
Ref. [34] in the absence of the optical lattice, with and
without thermal noise.
The results of the finite-temperature simulations with the
optical lattice are summarized in Fig. 10, where conductance is plotted as a function of the local 1D density ρ0 and
the local chemical potential μwire in the wire. They predict a
conductance minimum at a particle density ρ0 of two
particles per site, which is the density where a band
insulator is formed in the absence of interactions. The
local chemical potential μwire is obtained from ρ0 using
local density approximation and the zero-temperature
equation of state μðρ3D ; aÞ [Eq. (B3)]. We assume there
that the 3D density at the center of the atom cloud is given
as ρ3D ¼ ρ0 =σ 2D , where σ 2D ≈ 1 μm2 is the estimated wire
cross section. Although it does not account for the complex
geometry of the constriction, which continuously transforms 3D reservoirs into 2D sheets and then to the 1D
wire, this simplified model is able to produce interactiondependent shifts of the conductance minimum along the
chemical potential axis that are quantitatively comparable
to the experimental data.
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FIG. 9. Profiles of the fictitious electric field (top) and the
lattice potential (bottom) used in the numerical simulations.
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FIG. 10. Conductance GTL obtained from Tomonaga-Luttinger theory for one spin species in units of the conductance quantum 1=h as
a function of the mean 1D density ρ0 in the wire (left) and the local chemical potential in the wire μwire (right) for the scattering lengths
used in the experiment. All curves have a minimum around ρ0 ¼ 2 μm−1 , which is the filling of a band insulator in the noninteracting
limit. Stronger interactions decrease conductance and tend to “widen” the conductance minima when plotted as a function of 1D density,
which can be explained by the renormalization of the potential due to spin fluctuations towards larger effective lattice heights.

Our Luttinger liquid formalism is applicable only
when a single conductance channel contributes to transport,
which happens in practice for chemical potentials close
to the conductance minimum. At low chemical potentials
μwire < 0.2–0.3 μK, it does not capture the drop of conductance associated with the closure of a single conductance channel [12]. On the other hand, for larger chemical
potentials, μwire > 0.4–0.5 μK, the high conductance
experimentally observed might be explained by the contribution of the higher transverse channels due to Andreev
processes, as put forward in Ref. [22] to account for
anomalous conductances observed in a quantum point
contact with attractive interactions [14].
The chemical potential μwire can be related to the
experimental variable V g through
V g þ μres ¼ V wire þ μwire ;

ðE11Þ

where V wire is the local ground-state energy at the wire
center and μres is the chemical potential away from the

constriction inside the reservoirs. If no spurious light
potential is present in the wire, the ground-state energy
V wire is about the zero-point energy of the wire transverse
confinement, V wire ¼ ℏðωx þ ωz Þ=2 ¼ 830 nK, up to a
renormalization factor due to interactions. By equating
V g to the gate potentials where the conductance minima are
experimentally observed (cf. Fig. 5) and μwire to the
theoretical values corresponding to a commensurate filling
of two atoms per site, the reservoir chemical potential can
be estimated from Eq. (E11) to be μres ∼ 230–260 nK.
APPENDIX F: LUTHER-EMERY LIQUID AND
SUPER-TONKS-GIRARDEAU GAS
The Cooper pairs become effectively unbreakable molecules only at the CIR, where the system can be described
by a Tonks-Girardeau gas of bosons. In our experiment we
explore the regime of moderately strong attractions
between the fermions, where the pairs have a finite size
and are tightly bound, but not unbreakable.
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approximate correspondence of our attractive fermions and
interacting bosons:
ρ0 ↔ 2ρ̄b ;
pﬃﬃﬃ
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free
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2

FIG. 11. Phase diagram of 1D bosons (top) and 1D spinless
attractive fermions (bottom) with respect to the Luttinger parameter K b;c. The vertical arrow represents the mapping of the
attractive fermions in the Luther-Emery (LE) phase to the superTonks-Girardeau gas (STG) discussed in the text. Bosons realize
the STG phase at K b < 1, hard-core Tonks-Girardeau (TG) phase
at K b ¼ 1, and a superfluid of weakly repulsive bosons (SU) at
K b ≫ 1; the free boson limit is realized at K b → ∞. The fermions
are repulsive for K c < 1, free at K c ¼ 1, and attractive at K c > 1.
The dashed region of the phase diagram corresponds to the
regime where the boson-to-fermion mapping breaks down due to
fluctuations of the spin field.

In this appendix, we show that in the absence of a periodic
potential a fermionic gas in Luther-Emery phase can be
mapped to a so-called super-Tonks-Girardeau gas, a gas of
bosons featuring long-range repulsion and a Luttinger
parameter K b < 1 (the subscript b stands for bosonic).
First, we note that as long as the spin sector is ordered
(gapped) at hϕs i ¼ 0, we need to deal with the Luttinger
liquid of spinless fermions in the charge sector only,
described by the bosonized fields ϕc ðyÞ, θc ðyÞ to obtain
correctly the low-energy physics of the full model.
The bosonized density operator of 1D spinless bosons is
given by [33]

 X
∞
1
ρb ðyÞ ¼ ρ̄b − ∇ϕb ðyÞ
e2il½πρ̄b y−ϕb ðyÞ ; ðF1Þ
π
l¼−∞
where ρ̄b is the average bosonic density.
Then, comparing Eq. (F1) with the one for 1D attractive
fermions, Eq. (D4), and taking into account only the
relevant harmonics l ¼ f0; 1; 2g, we can establish an

kF ↔ π ρ̄b ;

ðF2Þ

from which it follows that K c ↔ 2K b and enables us to
draw a concurrent phase diagram of the 1D bosons and
fermions; see Fig. 11.
Experimentally, attractive interactions between fermions
stronger than jaj > 104 a0 are routinely achieved, which
corresponds to the fermionic Luttinger parameter K c ≈ 1.4;
see Fig. 8. This allows us to map our system to a STG
bosonic gas of K b ≈ 0.7. Through this mapping, all longwavelength correlation functions for the Cooper pairs can
be directly mapped to the bosonic ones for the STG gas.
This correspondence holds only as long as the
spin sectorpisﬃﬃﬃ well locked in its minimum [implying that
f s ¼ hcos 2ϕs ð0Þi ≲ 1], so that the Fermi gas is
described by one density mode. For instance, this is
fulfilled in the Tonks-Girardeau gas, where f s ¼ 1 and
our mapping, Eq. (F2), of Cooper pairs to bosons is exact.
If the interaction becomes too weak, the spin gap becomes
lower than the energy scale at which the system is probed,
and then it is necessary to include the two modes (spin and
charge). In this regime, one cannot map the system to a
single-mode bosonic STG gas anymore.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
We estimate the pair size as ξ ¼ ℏ= mϵ0 , where ϵ0 is the
energy of the bound state [49]; see Fig. 12. At moderately
strong attraction and densities ρ ≈ 2 atoms=μm, the pair
size ξ ≈ 0.4 μm is comparable but smaller than the interparticle separation ρ−1 ≈ 0.5 μm, and it becomes meaningful to interpret the pairs as localized bosons. However,
we note that the mapping to a STG gas continues to hold
when the pair size is larger than the interparticle spacing, as
it relies only on the locking of the spin field. In the latter
case, the excitations are density waves and cannot be
interpreted as tightly bound pairs.
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FIG. 12. Pair size ξ as a function of the scattering length. Linear densities ρ0 from 1 to 3 atoms=μm correspond to interparticle
spacings from 1 to about 0.3 μm, which is of the order of the pair size. For higher densities and/or weaker interactions the pairs become
larger than the interparticle separation and the mapping to a super-Tonks-Girardeau gas fails. Left and right panels correspond to positive
and negative scattering lengths a.
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